> Not exactly sure where the idea to base Artisan, Volume 3, around the topic of numbers

came from, but it works for me on so many levels.
So I’ll kick off this note by saying that a lot has happened since our 2nd online issue posted.
We’ve had another in our series of artists-as-owners round tables, this one regarding project
logic (which, stay tuned, our next issue will revolve around). I was asked to publish an essay
on the history (well, my history) of retouching in Communication Arts, December 08 Ad Annual.
I participated in a panel moderated by über-industry veteran Juliette Wolf Robin at Photo
Plus Expo – where hopefully the takeaway for those in attendance was a deeper understanding of best practices and benefits
of collaborating with today’s master-chef retouchers. I had
the privilege to sit alongside art buyer Jean Wolff as well as
another good friend, fashion and celebrity retouch artist
Conrad Rotondella. And in between all the writing and paneling, I continued to work day to day to stay true to my company’s
mission statement to educate and advocate on retouching – and
to coordinate projects with those who value the best in print.

All that said, number one for Artisan is the new size and page layout brought to you by our friends
at Popgun Design. On the pages following are stories of modern-day retouching projects, captured
by a new group of writers, conducted over a few hundred hours invested to showcase the process as
told by the artists as independent business owners – so independent they answer their own phones.
Second, or should I say seventh, or lucky number seven, is how I think about our
newest on-roster addition. And coming from his own famous family of artists is motion
graphics designer Austin Shaw. I met Austin, based in N.Y., through a lucky six degrees
of separation owing to a broken phone while on a sales trip to San Diego. Long story
hopefully short, I can’t wait for you to meet him. And adding to that, even though I
consider us to already be lucky to work together, certainly number seven has its place
in history. In almost every system of antiquity there are frequent references to the
number seven:
> The Pythagoreans called it the perfect number, 3 and 4; the triangle and the square,
		 the perfect figures.
> There were, for instance, seven ancient planets. The sun was the greatest planet of the
		 ancient seven, and next to the sun, the moon, changing in its entire splendor every seventh day.
> The Arabians had seven holy temples.
> In Persian mysteries there were seven spacious caverns through which the aspirants had to pass.
> The Goths had seven deities, as did the Romans, from whose names are derived our days
		 of the week.

Almost last but certainly not least; Annie Tlusty is also now contracting as a post producer.
We welcome her history and her experiences from the esteemed halls of Apple and Yahoo! to
help achieve objectives for all on the post side of the equation.
Onward to it all adding up.
– Kate
To sign up for Artisan Online, view the archives, request a portfolio or arrange a creative showing, please contact Kate Chase @ www.katechase.com
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A Life in Motion
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> For starters, you should know that generations of Shaws made their living in

CLIENT toyota
CREATIVE austin shaw,

		

brand new school

the arts, so it comes as no surprise that Austin’s DNA would come to intersect legacy
with modern technology. He honed all these skills at NYU, where he studied painting,
drawing and printmaking before going on to a graduate degree in communications
design at Pratt Institute. But you might be surprised to learn that he spent the next
year in Mexico, painting and teaching sculpture.
Big-agency reality intervened with chance assignments at two of New York City’s
revered entertainment and production houses: Digital Kitchen and Curious Pictures.
Thanks to these über-creative shops, Austin happily discovered a cutting-edge art
form that brought together the passions of his past and present and carved out a
future through designing and subsequently executing animations for broadcast
and the Web.
Now making his living in the arts, for Austin and his clients, means creating
visual solutions that combine the analog and the digital. He describes his work as
a hybrid of art and design where he juxtaposes and layers motion with typography,
color and collage, pulling elements from his “artist tool kit” to create texture and
excitement, continuity and surprise. Even in his most produced digital pieces,
there is always an element of the hand-drawn. “Compositing,” says Austin,
“is the art of composing—the skill of arranging, the struggle to make dynamic
composition, the arrangements of the visual in a space over time.” His ideal
is that every single frame could be printed and put up on a wall.
Seems to us that a founding father of all things motion, Samuel Goldwyn,
had it right on: “The harder I work, the luckier I get. “

> austinshaw.com
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CLIENT rainbow media
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G10capture

capturing the
> In the age of digital photography, the digital tech, “the man behind the
screen”, steadily and quietly makes sure that the shots are not only captured, but
are categorized, organized and ready for compositing. Mark Gordon, G10capture’s
senior digital technician, knows his job begins long before the real action happens:
his preparation involves a deep understanding of the project’s vision and the
strategy behind the shoot. Over nineteen years of photo industry experience gives
him a thorough understanding of the subtleties that make or break a shoot. To this
end, he can get inside the mind of the photographer and think strategically so the
focus remains solely on shooting. The frenetic pace of production can be grueling
and chaotic and it is his job is to keep things moving smoothly. “Photography
captures a moment and the photographer is the captain of that moment. The
digital tech serves that vision to produce the best work for the client.”
July 2008, atop Mt. Hood’s Palmer glacier, Mark received the call.
Two days and twenty hours of travel later, equipment declared
and transported flawlessly through customs, visa traumas averted,
he and Jason Gould, photographer, were in a cab to the Shanghai
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offices of advertising agency Wieden + Kennedy.
The new Nike Asia campaign, “Just do it: Throw yourself into the
unknown” fit perfectly with G10’s agile process. The campaign concept
revolved around bold and powerful actions of everyday athletes. The look
and feel called for communicating characteristics that were “unplanned,
authentic, less than perfect, even a little weird and disorienting to the
viewer.” Flanked with Chinese models, speaking little to no English,
scouting the frenetic streets of the city, ferrying to an island with no
cars and no back up power, Mark was literally living the campaign,
especially the “little weird” part.
Situated in a conference room at Wieden, Jason and team studied
the mockup composites approved by the client in preparation for
three days of pre-shoot reconnaissance, a.k.a. “tech recce.” During
this process, Mark was thinking big and small picture, noting the
elements and the narrative required to build the final images. He
also noted as a lack of abundant power sources and challenging

unknown
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going for the gold

workspaces demanded clever solutions. Experience allowed him to
quickly solve the problems without registering as much as a concern
with the team. During the multi-location shoot, he continued to
facilitate a seamless capture process on site, categorizing and revisiting
the ideas behind each composite. As each day ended, Mark continued
managing thousands of files, prepping and wrangling the shoot,
perfectly prepared for the next day.
With any shoot involving athletes and multiple locations, success
requires staying on one’s toes, both literally and figuratively. Mark moved
his setup from the frenetic streets of Shanghai, to an isolated rural village,
to the steps of ancient temples, to the tennis courts of a modern sports
club where he protected the equipment (including him) from getting
pelted by an onslaught of stray tennis balls. The pace of the shoot was
breakneck. As Jason was shooting, Mark rapidly received files and used the
narrow window of time between shots for back-up… and then it was on to
the next location. Equipment was packed and it was straight back to capture.

Upon wrap, image selects were delivered to the agency for final compositing. The home stretch was in sight. In the month after shooting, in
seemingly record time, Wieden designed and produced the campaign that
blanketed Asia in a fresh new twist on the Nike lifestyle, just in time for
the Beijing 2008 Olympics Games. From bus shelters to entire interiors
of train stations to enormous billboards, it was clear that all the hard
work and long hours had resulted in a huge success, not only because
the client was delighted with the project process and results, but because
G10capture had tackled a mountain of challenges like a seasoned pro.

> G10capture.com
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PHOTOGRAPHER jason gould
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and hundreds of layers
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> It had the makings of your average, basic thriller: fast cars,
big city, a tantalizing beauty and the hero. And although a piece
of this one started tamely over a portfolio review of Raygun Studio
at the home of many interactive thrillers, Electronic Arts, it didn’t
take long for the post characters in the development of the key art
of their highly anticipated game Need for Speed: Undercover to come
together for their own thriller of sorts. Long story short, referrals
were made and a design team die was cast whereby meticulous craft
persons would soon meet unknown challenges of creativity,
design, and renderings, all the while being championed by
the world’s leading independent developer and publisher of
interactive entertainment.

michael
tompert
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michael tompert

Stepping off the screen-grab-as-cover-art path, this cover art would require a new, but old
for some, approach with its nod to a traditional and yet photographic Hollywood movie poster
formula. Once Raygun was on board to anchor the post leg, photographers were reviewed and
ultimately shooter Jamie Kripke chosen specifically for composite savvy. Compositing was
about to take a giant leap forward. Cities would be built, skies would be created, pavement
would become super-slick, helicopters would hover, cop cars would scan, and a jet-propelled
GT3 Porsche would fiercely emerge from under the seductive shadow of Maggie Q.

>

CLIENT electronic ar ts
AGENCY heat s.f.
CREATIVE faruk sagcan, steve stone
PHOTOGRAPHER jamie kripke, maggie q by tony george

“Everything was built around that car,” Michael says. “It was like changing
the actor at the end of a movie.” But after 48 straight hours of work, the
new Custom Porsche 911 GT2 emerged with just the windshield and
headlights unchanged, yet the mood and feel established by Jamie’s
photograph of the GT3 intact, ready for its close-up as packaging hero.
Composite would soon become Super Composite.
Production would begin on the concrete of an abandoned airstrip in Alameda,
California–Michael there consulting with Jamie all the while capturing his CGI essentials
via HDRI camera. And hurry up: the sun will be setting at 7:35.
But post-shoot, for any number of reasons only known to those on a need-to-know basis,
new comps arrived at Raygun with some changes. And here’s where the post plot thickens into
what would become a 5+ GB world of reflect this, rotate that, warp, fade, attach, twist, and blur.
Our hero, the Porsche: Three months into the project, and bordering on the last
round of approvals, Michael received word that the challenging-to-locate GT3 would
not be the Porsche used in the key art. The video was still being finalized, and that
meant there was the rare and fleeting gift of time. “Everything was built around that
car,” Michael says. “It was like changing the actor at the end of a movie.” But after
48 straight hours of work, the new Custom Porsche 911 GT2 emerged with just the
windshield and headlights unchanged, yet the mood and feel established by Jamie’s
photograph of the GT3 intact, ready for its close-up as packaging hero.
The Cops: After a sequence of events that included prepping a 3D police car for
8.EIGHT

rendering and working multiple cars into an innumerably layered and
complicated layout, Michael received word from the client that the police
cars needed to be Nissans. They were re-skinned and ready to roll.
The City: The game’s story is set in the fictional criminal underground
of Tri-City. Perhaps the only man to do so, Michael not only created the
city but took it a step further by retouching the city according to what the
imaginary world of Tri-City was supposed to look like. “Cities are built
over long periods of time, so it was a fascinating undertaking to shape a
skyline in this way,” Michael says. Background complete.
Maggie Q: She mythically watches down over the city as liaison between
player and police. She was facing left, but she needed to come hither to
the right, hair blowing in the swirl of the night sky. Searching through the
outtakes with fellow KCP artist and portraiture devotee Amy Dresser,
they made their select, retouched it hair by hair and laid her gently
into the composite.
“On this job, everything we created had to be moveable and stay

live—the car, the water, the trees—all so it could be resized to work in different
mediums and proportions developed after the hero art was completed,” Michael
says. “The file grew from dozens to hundreds of layers as we were working with
photographs, 3D renderings, snapshots from the game, stock images… It was
the most complicated composite we’ve ever done,” he adds.
The ride for Michael is over, but the chase is still on; Need for Speed: Undercover
debuted successfully on store shelves. A successfully completed mission for EA,
Heat and Michael—yet giving way to the arrival of the next undisclosed thriller
throw-down for Raygun Studio.

> raygunstudio.com
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2 CARS. 12 IMAGES. 140 HOURS.
ONE MAN IN THE COCKPIT.
> A launch mission requires the best possible crew, and for the
advertising launch of Volkswagen’s 2009 Tiguan and 2009 Rabbit
brochure, Adam Moore of Sugar Digital was an integral member of
the elite team.
“Sugar Digital’s focus is really on collaborative work,” says Moore,
who, as a lifelong photographer, reveres the entire journey of an image.
Moore’s comprehensive approach to retouching was one of many
reasons why the photographer, Jim Smithson, and his agent, Heather
Elder, first recommended him to the creative team at ad agency
10.TEN

Crispin Porter + Bogusky for the finishing scope of their Volkswagen
campaign. And once given a taste of Sugar’s work on the Tiguan, art
director DJ Pierce was also cheering for Moore.
Then along came the Rabbit. As often happens throughout
any post process, the client began to re-evaluate, so Volkswagen
sent the creatives back to camera RAW to explore new possibilities.
Moore suddenly found himself serving as Mission Control, fielding
communication from four different creatives in three different time
zones to steer a launch that needed to find a new landing place.
“Our goal is always to fulfill the photographer’s vision,” says
Moore. “We just want to take what the photographer does and make
it a little bit better. But if the photographer is unavailable or doesn’t

have the resources required to finish a job, we want to be in a position to step in and take over
as necessary—but only when necessary.” So when Volkswagen wanted blue skies instead of the
sunset captured in the original photograph and Moore held steadfast to his goal and found
them a happy medium.
“What could have been a reshoot,” says Moore, “became a reinvention of the image in Photoshop,”
where he was able to incorporate the desired blue skies while still maintaining Smithson’s sunset, thereby
creating the fleeting luminescence of the sky just before day succumbs to night. He also maintained
Smithson’s capture of the nighttime lights on the bridge; juxtaposed against the blue sky, these lights
provide a celestial showcase for the Rabbit and add an ethereal beauty to the overall image. Sweet.
Houston, we have liftoff x2.

>

CLIENT volkswagen
AGENCY crispin por ter + bogusky
CREATIVE dj pierce, tj calcao
PHOTOGRAPHER jim smithson

> sugardigital.com
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180º
> Inspiration is everywhere. In architecture. In the

WRITTEN BY Kristin Kelly

colors of nature. And, in the case of Dave Finger, of
EXPN.com, in music. Not in imaginative lyrics, but in
the cover composition of Paul Oakenfold’s A Lively Mind
album, illustrated by Amy Dresser.
Dave wasn’t just looking for an illustrator. He was
looking for an artist who could bring five T-shirt
designs for the X Games to life. Of course,
illustrating extreme sports for a young male
target audience may sound like a breeze. But
coming up with a look that surfers, skaters,
snowboarders, BMXers, and Moto-Crossers
would respect (even if they are 9–11 years old)
felt like unfamiliar territory to Amy, who spent
most of her adolescent years fantasizing about becoming an acrobat. That was until a growth spurt
shattered her dream by giving her the body of a
volleyball player instead.

Armed with
a collegiate background of training in
figurative and portraiture
painting, Amy agreed to take
on the project. First, she strapped
on her illustration helmet. Then she headed to a local skate shop
to wrap her head around the brakeless vehicle sports. “With my
traditional photo retouching, I don’t usually have to do much
homework. But for this job, I needed to familiarize myself with
how the silhouettes moved within dirt, concrete, snow, and water—so
I turned to magazines,” Amy recalls.
After deciding to go with a circle-themed design, Amy logged hours
creating clean vector drawings that, to the naked eye, would never reveal their
inner skeletons, made up of thousands of individual microscopic vector objects
within each image. “I have this approach where I start in two places: on a detailed
level and on a basic level. The end result is where they meet,” Amy explains. “When
I’m working on something photographic, I know exactly what I want to do with it. But
with illustration, it can be a surprise to see how things turn out. I find ways to bring
detail into pockets and tie things together with color,” she adds.
12.TWELVE

In spite of the project’s being a natural extension of Amy’s
signature portraiture work, the five EXPN T-shirt illustrations
resulted in a number of firsts for Amy:
A first-time adventure in the field of extreme sports.
The first time she saw her work on purchasable items.
The first time she sent images to a client and got back just one
suggested revision: Add more color.
And the first time in a long time that Amy felt soreness in her
body … from the effects of using different keyboard shortcuts in Adobe
Illustrator than she would in Adobe Photoshop throughout the project.
Today, when Amy asks, “Can I count that as a sports injury?”
in the retouching circuit, we think she can.

> amydresser.com
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CREATIVE mark otero, mark kuerschner

> When San Francisco based Popgun Design was looking to evolve the cover art for EA Sports video
games, they found the perfect visionary in Scott Dorman of Smalldog Imageworks out of Atlanta. After
all, Dorman’s approach to retouching is just that—a visionary process from start to finish that embraces
an image, maximizes its potential, and lets it emerge channeling a hyperbolic energy of its own.
“EA Sports is a good fit for my hyper-real style,” says Dorman. “The uniforms are bold
and the athletes are active and energetic. It seems natural for me to enhance these images.”
Thus, separated from its client by 2500 miles and facing an estimated 250 hours of work,
the one-man shop of Smalldog Imageworks geared up to become a most valuable player.
And in a nod to smart planning, Dorman was to be involved in the creation of the playbook. “I like
to be involved in the pre-planning so that I can anticipate challenges and help to offer up some solutions,”
he says. EA Sports wanted to maintain their real-life cover art in effort to project the real-life quality of
their games, so they initially pushed back on Dorman’s ideas and enhanced images. Yet the impact of
Dorman’s look was so undeniable, and his artistic intuition was so infectious, that it wasn’t long before
EA Sports avidly encouraged his style.
So then it was up to Dorman to keep this style consistent among the myriad of game covers.
“Part of my quality control is to be mindful of all the images I’ve created,” he says. “I actually have
the first one up on my monitor to make sure the next one has the same contrast, skin tone, and
so on. When I get to the sixteenth cover, I’ll put the previous fifteen up at the same time.” And
consistency had to be maintained not only across images but within them. “When you’re creating
bodies from different sources you have to scale and rotate body parts independently,” Dorman
explains. Sometimes, he’ll do a quick pencil sketch, figure out scale and placement, then scan
that drawing into the computer, where it becomes his dynamic layout for starting to piece in
the photographic elements. “It’s all about compositional balance,” he says.
Dorman’s work not only has to be consistent, but nimble, as the covers themselves constantly
change, often on very short notice. For the 2009 Madden NFL cover art, he went through his typical
process of scaling, compositing, and illustrating the optimal parts from countless action shots of

Brett Favre. Then, just days before the game was set to hit the shelves, Favre announced that he was
signing on to play for the New York Jets. So Dorman and Popgun scrambled to outfit Favre in a
uniform that he hadn’t even been photographed in yet, while still depicting the real-life action that
EA Sports prided itself on. In the end, the project was another score for Dorman as the piece came
out great, kind of like completing a Hail Mary pass in overtime.
From strategy to execution, Scott Dorman is a team player and a true artisan. “I want to be
known as an artist first, one who happens to retouch. It’s not just about the finish; it’s about
the process. Hopefully, it’s a good experience, and the relationship grows and gets stronger.
Otherwise, you just have emotionless images with no story.”
Touchdown.

> smalldogimageworks.com
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A Month Under the Digital Heat
Lamp with Michal Horevaj

> Chick-fil-A—the ubiquitous fast-food chain of the Midwest—produces the best-selling calendar
in the U.S., trumping even the Sports Illustrated Swimsuit Calendar by over a million copies. Full of
cartoonish cows desperately urging fast-food patrons to “eat mor chikin’,” the calendar’s vaguely
morbid premise is made slightly more family-friendly through use of a different punny theme
each year. The theme of 2007? Great cows of the Wild West. 2008? Rock star cows. The 2009
Chick-fil-A calendar? Cows as famous crime fighters.
When photographer Mark Holthusen was approached by The Richard’s Group to shoot “Bovines
in Blue,” he knew post-production artist Michal Horevaj was the perfect partner for the task.
Each of the calendar’s 13 shots parody an iconic crime show with groan-worthy, beef-centric titles:
“Moogyver,” “CHaPS,” and “Cowlumbo,” for starts. And while the kitsch factor might get a giggle,
the challenge of digitally assembling cow models and high-production backgrounds was no joke.
Given the project’s scale, Michal knew that exact onsite compositing would be essential. Putting
together the complicated pieces that went into building the 13 shots was the key, and if the onsite
digital work wasn’t spot on, the whole production could be stalled. Given the robust but strict
post-production budget, that wasn’t a possibility.
Last February, Michal and Mark traveled to Los Angeles with their production team and the plan
that as Mark shot the pieces of the images—backgrounds, cows, sets, talent—Michal would then comp
the pieces together so they would have a final skeleton image by the end of each day’s shoot. At the
end of each day, Michal would have to decide if the shot would work in post-production.
This is the good, the bad and the ugly, day-by-day, shot by shot. And, no, this isn’t Michal’s
exact journal. But it could have been.

Thirteen concepts. Twelve locations.
Eight weeks. And one calendar.
February 3
Miami
I’m in Florida with Mark and the art director.
We’ll call him “Jpeg,” since that’s what he calls
himself over email. To nail the “Miami Vice”
parody shot, we’ve hired a salty beach native
to run his 80s cigar boat through the water
for hours. Save for some seasickness while
selecting images onboard, all’s well so far.

February 9
Los Angeles

michal
horevaj
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Mark and I drive the eight hours from San
Francisco to Los Angles, hauling enough
equipment and laundry for at least two weeks of
straight shooting. On the way down, we stop at
an In-N-Out, which feels a little wrong.

February 10
“CHaPs”: Freeway Shoot
Now the real work starts. I’m with Mark and Jpeg,
scouting a freeway in LA. I’m sitting in the back

of the car while they discus the visual nuance of
overpasses. It’s basically a repeat of the previous
day’s road trip, coupled with the motion sickness
of Miami. Still, by the end of the day, we have
the perfect background for our “CHaPs” shot.

February 11
“BSI”
For this shot, we need to recreate the CSI lab
scene. But thanks to the long-awaited arrival of
our quarter-size cow model, the set is the least
of our worries. Weeks ago, we ordered the miniature cow model with the idea of wardrobing,
shooting, and rescaling the cow characters. It
was a great plan. But this is the first time we saw
our quarter-scale cow. And at quarter scale, the
model looks like a cow. However, when I scale it
up, it looks more like a 500-pound dog. Yikes.

February 12
“Cowlumbo”
This will be the shot where in post-production,
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michal horevaj
Jpeg will ask me if I can make the cow look more like Peter Falk. I will
laugh at him, only then to realize, yes, I can make a cow look more
like Peter Falk.

February 13
“Judge Phyllis Cheesesteak” and “Grill Street Blues”
We have two shoots on today’s agenda. Luckily, our location has both
the sets: a courthouse and a jail cell. Oddly, it’s freezing in LA, and
I’m parked in the jail cell for the day. It’s so cold, I can see my breath.
And I’m in jail. And it’s only 8:00 a.m.
While I am assembling the first shot, I see Mark comping
the second. He’s comping…now I’m actually worried.
Mark is shooting the model cow/dog in a judge’s robe. The arm is a
fractional detail in the image, but it’s creating a moiré pattern (the pattern
of the cloth is interfering with the pixels and messing up the photo). In post,
cleaning the pattern out of the image will take me about 30 hours. Oof.

February 14
“Moogyver”
It’s Valentine’s Day, and we’re shooting in a meat freezer for about
six hours. Compared to the prison cell, it‘s actually quite cozy.
Today, we’ve got to shoot a cow tied into a chair. Creative debate,
one of many, quickly ensues: Does a cow’s leg bend at the knee? If
so, how many degrees would it bend? Could it sit in a chair? Mark
convinces Jpeg to go with real cow legs, even though Jpeg wants human
legs. They then ask me if I can do something in between. I think about
it and offer a cow butt plus a person’s legs. Done.
The real challenge on this shoot is how to make the shot of the meat
locker look cold using digital, even though the locker is perfectly nice
inside. I mentally channel the temperature of yesterday’s prison cell
and nail the look in no time.

February 15
“Hoofer, Texas Wrangler”
This is one of the harder shots. We have a professional stuntman on a
horse. The stuntman is holding a baby cow under one arm. Baby cows
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are not small, so this, in itself, is quite the feat. But the stuntman
has to hold the baby cow under one arm while racing on the horse
as it chases a speeding pick-up truck. In the back of the truck,
Mark and the photo assistant, Anthony Gamboa, are shooting
while the horse, stuntman, and baby cow race after the truck. Each
take is tiresome for all involved, including the absurdly cute baby
cow. We do at least 30 takes.
We’ve been shooting for over seven hours, and after every take,
I look through the images to pull the best and see if they’ll work
in the overall comp.

February 16
“CHaPS”
I’m sitting in the Winnebago, our portable studio. The producer
scored a pretty good setup for clients and crew alike. We’re outfitted
with a fully functioning kitchen, enough electricity to run all five machines,
a generator, a wardrobe studio, and damn good coffee. All this is with us
even today, while we shoot on helicopter pads in the middle of nowhere,
so far from Los Angeles’ civilization that we can’t even get cell reception.
It is really the perfect outdoor studio.
We are shooting four old cars that will be layered into the freeway
shot we took on day one. I’m sitting in the Winnebago, being sent
completely random shots from outside. I don’t know how they’re
going to go together, and I know Mark doesn’t, either.

February 17
“Charsky & Hoof”
I’m settling into our Winnebago. We’ve moved from the helicopter
pad and into the industrial area of LA. The challenge today will be
to create a shot of a cow jumping over the hood of a car. The only
problems? We have no cow and the owner of the car we’re using—one
of the only nine replicas of the original “Starsky & Hutch”
Gran Torino around—won’t let anything or anyone touch it. At
this point, Mark has a guy in a fat suit jumping over the hood of
a different car. It’s entertaining and all, but doesn’t bode well for
the digital work.
There’s also got to be a burger joint in the image background, but
we’ll create it in CG after the shoot. Given these sorts of factors, it’s
getting difficult to imagine these images in full.

February 18
“Hoofer, Texas Wrangler”
The talent today is what we call “quirky.” Stunt cow number one does
pushups anywhere and everywhere he is. To keep him away from the clients,
he’s parked in the Winnebago with me. I’m trying my best not to notice.
We have to shoot an exploding barn today. Every guy on the shoot
is ecstatic. The pyrotechnic team has set up two large model barns to
explode. We’ll have a trial run, and then one split second to capture
the perfect image. Both Mark and I are going to shoot, as we have only
one chance to get the perfect shot. It was supposed to be a beautiful, sunny
day, but it’s raining. The blue sky in the background will have to be faked.
Finally, we get a bit of break from the rain, and Mark and I hit the cameras.
The pyrotechnics guys blow the barn, and we furiously snap away. Point at
anything and everything is our philosophy. Nevertheless, the final shot is
still a composite of four or five images.

February 19
“Filet Team”
Explosions, helicopters, an A-Team van, and a cow that looks like Mr. T:
This was not an easy composite. We all contemplate outsourcing this one.

February 20
“Chuckie’s Heifers”
Finally, we return to studio. We are through the thick of it. But we
return to the endless debate: Cow legs, human or not? I am still
undecided. Regardless, the cows need to be in high heels. And
this sounds perfectly logical to me at this point.
Once we’re in studio, the wig builder is there to save me time.
Doing hair in post is a nightmare, so this is supposed to be the big
timesaver. Unfortunately, the cows won’t keep the hair on their heads.
As much as she tries to get the big, teased-out wigs perfectly placed
on the cows, with a flick of their heads, the wig builder’s work starts
all over. Guess we’re doing this in digital. Mark offers to cover the
hours, and I’m more than happy to let him.

February 21
“Angus, P.I.” and “Chuckie’s Heifers”
Today was actually mellow. We’re in studio. The pace is finally picking
up, and it’s only day 20. Everyone’s eager to finish. I have to remind

Mark to shoot the basics, like the feet. This is reason for pause.
We have a guy in a fat suit, as well as our cow/dog model. I have to pick
one to digitally turn into a cow version of a Charlie’s Angel. Without
boobs or guns. I’m not feeling 100 percent confident.

February 22
Studio
Today, we shoot real cows, so we have heads to attach to the dog/cow model
body in the composites. The cow trainer is actually a decent guy, and he
won’t manipulate the animals into unnatural poses. This makes my job
more difficult.
One of the cows has an all-white head and curly hair. Jpeg asks me if I
can color and straighten it in post. I give in without any protest. I am
really beginning to fear the post.
The tension is running high. Mark and I are able to communicate
by grunts and nods alone by this point.

February 23–March 28
For almost five weeks straight, Mark and I work—side by side, from
day to night—retouching, illustrating, recoloring, reshooting,
and perfecting cow heads to layer into our final shots.
We have over a 1,000 shots of cow heads to sort through, which,
compared to the more than 15,000 shots we looked at through the shoot,
seems relatively manageable. And as animals go, we realize cows don’t really
have facial expressions – Mark and I step in to illustrator territory. Mark and
I are illustrators. Clocking in over 280 long hours of post-production, with
over three client rounds on all 13 shots, we reach the end of the project.

March 29
To celebrate the completion of the seemingly endless digital work, Mark,
production assistant Jason Santos and I take a trip to Reno to eat at the nearest
Chick-fil-A. We all agree that after the rain and the memories, the hard shots
and the harder shots, once we finally sink our teeth into one of their chicken
burgers, it tastes bittersweet.

> pixelrefinery.com

>

CLIENT chick-fil-a
AGENCY the richards group
CREATIVE nick munoz, dustin ballard, dennis walker
PHOTOGRAPHER mark holthusen
19.NINETEEN

G10 Capture/mark Gordon
G10 Capture is jonesing to
collaborate and trade out with
creative types who are
exploring the limits of visual
imaging using the latest
technologies, such as Red,
Scarlet and/or Epic.

Sugar Digital/Adam moore
Sugar would love to get into fashion work.
We have a skin freak here who keeps asking
when she’ll get some faces to work on. It
happens all too seldom. We’ve been doing
more photo-illustrative work lately but would
like to see more of that come through our
doors – and any project that takes us to the
South Pacific to be on set for a week or two.

Amy Dresser
I realized recently that I have
always been creatively inspired through
music and have been influenced by the
likes of Peter Saville / Spike Jonze / Chris
Cunningham / Michel Gondry. And I realized
too that they are all artists who work with
musicians. So I’d say any project where I
could be involved at any level with a
music-related project would be
in my top three.

20.TWENTY

Austin Shaw
I would be excited to bring to life,
through motion, the eye of a
photographer and the crafted
hand of a retoucher. Photography
and retouched artwork lend
themselves to exciting
possibilities for animation.
The artwork broken into layered
planes can be arranged in a
virtual 2.5 dimensional space.
This, combined with stop-motion
photos or video, can create
pieces that fly through space
emulating real world experience.
With the rise of web-based
motion, these kinds of pieces
would be ideal for the Internet.

pixel refinery/michal Horevaj
I am gravitating to and would
like to work on projects that
design a new reality –
fantastical spaces, things that
wouldn’t happen in real time. I
have a passion to use more
abstract photography elements
as a part of the overall design. I
would like to be the executer of
a creative brief – start to finish
conceptual art: photographer,
designer and retoucher.

Smalldog Imageworks/Scott Dorman
I’d like to set aside time to work or test with clients
that want to explore new looks and ideas. I want
to stay fresh and to keep pushing myself as a
collaborative artist and finisher.
raygun Studio/
michael tompert
I love creating iconic images,
big first reads with lots of
detail even on the third or
fourth read. And as far as I
am concerned, the more
challenging projects with
reciprocal relationships, the
better. I am best when an art
director is quickly confident
and allows me to experiment,
educate and show all that 3D
is capable of.

noun
an addiction or craving, compulsive
desire for something.
verb [intrans.] (jonesing on/for)
jonesed, jones·ing, jones·es.
To have an eager or intense desire:
was jonesing for an art project.
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